POWER PRODUCTIVITY

Build trust and customer confidence when you sell power protection. UPS systems and surge protectors guard home office equipment from power events, keeping employees productive when working remote.

PROVIDE PROTECTION

Most hardware should be connected to power protection. Make sure that your customers know about the following benefits:

- **GUARDS EQUIPMENT**
  Defend against surges and provide graceful shutdown during extended outages

- **LIMITS DOWNTIME**
  Employees stay productive and satisfied

- **PROTECTS DATA**
  Safeguard vital network data from loss or corruption with uninterrupted, seamless power

- **PROVIDES INSURANCE**
  The cost of power protection often pays for itself after one incident
POWER SOLUTIONS
Protect productivity and technology for the home office.

MOBILE DEVICES

WALL TAP SURGE PROTECTORS
Prevents damage to computers, phones, printers, and other electronics by diverting excess voltage during a power spike.
Swivel features make it easy to manage, organize, and assure cords are low profile - great for tight plugin locations.
CSP600WSURC5

HOME NETWORKS

COMPACT UPS SYSTEMS
Reliable backup power and surge protection from power events that can damage electronic equipment.
Battery backup for valuable electronics including computers, routers, and modems.
SL700U

SMALL ELECTRONICS

POWER STRIP SURGE PROTECTORS
Prevents damage to computers, phones, printers, and other electronics by diverting excess voltage during a power spike.
CSB706

DESKTOPS AND WORKSTATIONS

MINI TOWER UPS SYSTEMS
Featuring technology that corrects minor power fluctuations without switching to battery power, which extends battery life.
Battery backup and surge protection for desktop computers, workstations, networking devices, and home entertainment systems.
CP1500AVRLCD

CYBERPOWER, YOUR ULTIMATE ALLY IN POWER
UPS SYSTEMS | PDUs | SURGE PROTECTORS & ACCESSORIES | FTTx SYSTEMS | SERVER RACKS

1-HOUR REPLY TIME | BID ASSISTANCE | SIMPLE PRODUCT DEMO PROGRAM | FREE POWER EVALUATION

CONTACT | Cyber Power Systems (USA), Inc. | 877.901.1930 | sales@cpsww.com | cyberpowersystems.com
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